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«I would like to see in slow motion.» 
Roman Signer 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
Roman Signer «Fotografie und Super-8-Filme» 
Opening:   Friday, October 19, 2018, 7 pm 
Exhibition:  until March 2019  

We are pleased to show at Haus 2226 in Lustenau early photographs 
and Super 8 films by internationally renowned Swiss artist Roman 
Signer. The black-and-white images that are on view first as an 
ensemble in the German-speaking area represent central aspects of 
Signer's work and include familiar as well as surprising motifs.     

Roman Signer (*1938, Appenzell, CH, lives in St.Gallen, CH) is one of 
Switzerland's most important contemporary artists. With his 
ephemeral actions, also called «time sculptures», which can be 
explosive but also quiet, he has been contributing significantly to the 
renewal of the sculptural since the 1970s. 

About thirty years ago, Signer applied for a studio stay at Istituto 
Svizzero in Rome – unfortunately without success. His dossier 
included a selection of black-and-white photographs from the 1970s 
and 1980s, which the artist himself had shot for documentary 
purposes and which showed early sculptures in his studio or in the 
outer space. Some of the motifs have become iconic by now and have 
been shown many times, others are new discoveries. Among them are 
technical, very poetic or humorous arrangements. With requisites 
such as sand, umbrella, bucket or explosive devices that are typical of 
Signer today, the photographs show the inexhaustible, aesthetic and 
symbolic potential of everyday materials and processes that the artist 
keeps on exploring surprisingly to this day. 

After the convolute was finally shown – a wonderful twist of time – at 
Istituto Svizzero in a Roman Signer solo show this summer, we are 
pleased to hold the second extensive presentation of these rare works 
at Haus 2226 in Lustenau, along with selected Super 8 films.  

Deborah Keller, Häusler Contemporary 
 

 

 

For further information, please contact Simone Stoll:   
+49 89 21 09 80 41 | stoll@haeusler-contemporary.com 

Follow us also on Facebook (@HaeuslerContemporary), Twitter 
(@GalerieHaeusler), Instagram (@haeusler-contemporary-galerie) and 
Artsy (@haeusler-contemporary). 


